
 

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Grid Reliability and  
Resilience Pricing 

) 
) 

Docket No. RM18-1-000 

REPLY COMMENTS OF THE ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY ASSOCIATION 

The Electric Power Supply Association (“EPSA”) hereby submits its reply 

comments (these “Reply Comments”)1 on the notice of proposed rulemaking (the 

“NOPR”)2 issued by the Secretary of Energy (the “Secretary”).  EPSA‘s review of the 

initial comments on the NOPR has only reinforced EPSA’s strong belief, set forth in its 

initial comments,3 that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (the “Commission” 

or “FERC”) should exercise its discretion to terminate this proceeding without issuing a 

final rule, while concurrently taking needed actions in other proceedings to protect the 

organized markets from out-of-market subsidies (like those proposed in the NOPR) and 

to improve price formation.  The breadth of stakeholders filing in opposition to the 

NOPR and in support of competitive markets is nothing short of extraordinary and re-

emphasizes the urgent need for the Commission to terminate this rulemaking and to 

reaffirm its commitment to competitive wholesale markets. 

                                                      
1  These Reply Comments represent the position of EPSA as an organization, but not 
necessarily the views of any particular member of EPSA with respect to any issue. 
2  Grid Resilience Pricing Rule, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 82 Fed. Reg. 46,940 
(Oct. 2, 2017). 
3  Initial Comments of the Electric Power Supply Association, Docket No. RM18-1-000 
(filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“EPSA Comments”).  See also Joint Industry Comments Opposing the 
DOE Proposal, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“Joint Industry Comments”) 
(comments filed by a broad industry coalition, including EPSA). 
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I. REPLY COMMENTS 

A. The Volume And Substance Of The Initial Comments Underscore The 
Inadequacy Of The Notice And Opportunity For Comment 

As discussed in more detail in EPSA’s initial comments,4 the public has not been 

afforded adequate notice of, or a meaningful opportunity to comment on, the NOPR, as 

required by the Administrative Procedure Act (the “APA”).5  The volume and substance 

of the initial comments on the NOPR underscore this deficiency. 

First, by EPSA’s count, the Commission had received, as of October 27, 2017, 

nearly 500 sets of initial comments, totaling more than 21,000 pages, on the NOPR.  

Not surprisingly, given the abbreviated period for initial comments, the vast majority of 

these initial comments were not filed until the October 23, 2017 deadline established by 

the Commission’s October 2, 2017 notice and some were filed after that deadline.6  It is 

patently unreasonable to expect EPSA and other interested parties to review and 

respond fully to this much material in just 15 days, as required by the October 2 Notice.7  

For its part, EPSA has suffered tangible prejudice as a result of the highly compressed 

period allowed for reply comments.  Among other things, with additional time, EPSA’s 

witnesses, Paul M. Sotkiewicz, Ph.D., David W. DeRamus, Ph.D., and Collin Cain, 

M.SC., could have performed additional analyses and prepared comprehensive 

                                                      
4  See EPSA Comments at 31-39. 
5  5 U.S.C. §§ 500, et seq. (2012). 
6  Grid Reliability & Resilience Pricing, Notice Inviting Comments, Docket No. RM18-1-000 
(Oct. 2, 2017) (unreported) (the “October 2 Notice”).   
7  See id. 
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testimony responsive to claims made in comments supporting the proposed rule.8 

Second, initial comments on the NOPR further illustrate that the many important 

issues left unaddressed in the NOPR make it impossible for the Commission to issue a 

final rule by December 11, 2017, that would be a “logical outgrowth”9 of the NOPR, as 

required by the APA.10  For example, FirstEnergy Service Company and various of its 

affiliates (collectively, “FirstEnergy”) proposed pro forma tariff provisions for “resiliency 

support resources” and a pro forma “RSR agreement” that independent system 

operators (“ISOs”) and regional transmission organizations (“RTOs”) subject to the 

proposed rule would be required to incorporate into their tariffs.11  These documents set 

forth proposals relating to a number of important issues completely unaddressed in the 

NOPR, including (but not limited to) eligible resources’ participation in the organized 

energy and capacity markets administered by the applicable ISO or RTO, the allocation 

of costs incurred under the RSR agreements, and the performance obligations of 

eligible resources.  No resolution of these issues, irrespective of whether it follows 

FirstEnergy’s proposed approach or some other approach, could be a “logical 

outgrowth” of the NOPR for the simple reason that the NOPR did not address these 

issues at all.12 

                                                      
8  The supplemental affidavit of Dr. Sotkiewicz provided in Attachment A hereto (the 
“Sotkiewicz Supplemental Affidavit”) does not comprehensively rebut the comments submitted 
in support of the proposed rule but is instead very limited in scope. 
9  Allina Health Servs. v. Sebelius, 746 F.3d 1102, 1107 (D.C. Cir. 2014). 
10  See EPSA Comments at 37-38. 
11  See Comments of FirstEnergy Service Company, et al. in Support of the Grid Reliability 
and Resilience Pricing Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Exhibit 2, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed 
Oct. 23, 2017) (“FirstEnergy Comments”). 
12  See Kooritzky v. Reich, 17 F.3d 1509, 1513 (1994) (“Something is not a logical 
outgrowth of nothing.”). 
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B. Response To Initial Comments 

EPSA responds below, as best it can given the limited time available, to initial 

comments on the NOPR.  As a general matter, the contrast between comments filed in 

support of the proposed rule and comments filed in opposition is remarkable and telling.  

Virtually all of the support for the Secretary’s proposed rule comes from entities that 

stand to benefit financially from subsidies to prop up nuclear-powered and coal-fired 

generation facilities, and much of that support comes from entities that would benefit 

financially if the Commission were to bail out FirstEnergy’s struggling, “unregulated” 

generation subsidiary.  At the same time, as discussed in greater detail below in 

Section I.B.2, the proposed rule was opposed by an extraordinarily broad cross-section 

of stakeholders, including independent entities and experts with no financial interest in 

the outcome of this proceeding and even some entities that would (like a number of 

EPSA members) benefit financially from the proposed rule.  The breadth of the 

opposition and the absence of any significant amount of support from entities not 

benefitted financially by the proposed rule speaks to the fact that there is no principled 

legal, economic or policy basis for the proposed rule.  Put simply, many (but not all) of 

those who would (directly or indirectly) get subsidies loved it; pretty much everyone else 

hated it. 

As the Commission weighs the comments for and against the proposed rule, it 

must be mindful of the limits of its responsibilities and powers under the FPA.  While it is 

hard to feel sorry for market participants looking for ratepayer-funded bailouts, it is 

equally hard not to feel some sympathy for labor unions, schools, charitable 

organizations, and others concerned about job losses and other impacts on local 
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communities that could follow from the retirement of uneconomic power plants.13  Even 

assuming arguendo that the proposed rule had merit as some sort of social welfare 

program (and it does not),14 however, the Commission has neither the responsibility nor 

the power to address these concerns.  The FPA does not grant the Commission “broad 

license to promote the general welfare.”15  Rather, “the principal purpose of the [FPA] 

was to encourage the orderly development of plentiful supplies of electricity . . . at 

                                                      
13  See, e.g., Comments of the Pleasants County Development Authority in Support of the 
Proposed Resiliency Rule, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017); Comments of the 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local Union 50 in Support of the Proposed 
Resiliency Rule, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017); Comments of the Cleveland 
Branch NAACP in Support of the Proposed Resiliency Rule, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed 
Oct. 23, 2017); Comments of the Iron Workers Local Union No. 549 in Support of the Proposed 
Resiliency Rule, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 19, 2017); Letter from Jack Thompson, 
Superintendent, Perry Local Schools, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 19, 2017); Comments 
of the United Way of Beaver County in Support of the Proposed Resiliency Rule, Docket 
No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 17, 2017). 
14  In fact, the proposed rule fails miserably as a social welfare program because the price 
of keeping uneconomic, allegedly “fuel-secure” generation facilities open would be forcing other, 
more efficient generation facilities – which have employees, pay taxes, and otherwise benefit 
their communities in the same way so-called “fuel-secure” generation facilities do – to shut down 
and preventing the development and construction of more efficient new generation facilities, 
whose construction and operation would also create jobs, increase local tax receipts, and 
otherwise benefit local communities.  Moreover, the unnecessary increase in electricity prices 
from the proposed rule would be a deadweight loss to society, which would itself result in 
additional job losses.  See, e.g., Comments of the Electricity Consumers Resource Council 
(ELCON), American Chemistry Council (ACC), American Forest and Paper Association 
(AF&PA), American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), Carolina Utility Customers Association 
(CUCA), Connecticut Industrial Energy Consumers (CIEC), Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers 
(IIEC), Indiana Industrial Energy Consumers, Inc. (INDIEC), Louisiana Energy Users Group (LI), 
Multiple Intervenors (MI), Texas Industrial Energy Consumers (TIEC), and Wisconsin Industrial 
Energy Group, Inc. (WIEG) (together, “U.S. Manufacturers”) at 14, Docket No. RM18-1-000 
(filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“U.S. Manufacturers Comments”) (“The federal government should not 
pick winners and losers in the energy markets and must certainly not treat U.S. manufacturing 
jobs as inferior to the jobs at uneconomic power plants.  The [proposed rule] would subsidize 
coal and nuclear generation and their jobs, putting at risk a far larger number of U.S. 
manufacturing jobs that face considerable pressure from foreign competition.”). 
15  National Ass’n for the Advancement of Colored People v. FPC, 425 U.S. 662, 669 
(1976). 
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reasonable prices.”16  In keeping with this purpose, the Commission is tasked with 

“balancing of the investor and consumer interests”17 when it evaluates the justness and 

reasonableness of wholesale rates.  The Commission is also required to ensure that 

wholesale rates are not unduly discriminatory or preferential.18  In considering the 

NOPR and the comments on the NOPR, the Commission must keep its eye on the ball 

and weigh the statutorily-protected interests of suppliers (including EPSA’s members) 

and consumers in wholesale rates that are just and reasonable and not unduly 

discriminatory or preferential.  The Commission must not allow itself to be distracted by 

other issues that are well outside its bailiwick.19 

1. The Proposed Rule’s Supporters Do Nothing To Cure The 
Deficiencies In The NOPR 

As discussed in EPSA’s initial comments, the NOPR suffers from numerous fatal 

deficiencies that preclude the adoption of the proposed rule.  Nothing in the comments 

filed by the proposed rule’s supporters cures these deficiencies. 

There are three recurring themes in the comments filed in support of the 

                                                      
16  Id. at 669-70 (footnote omitted). 
17  FPC v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591, 603 (1944) (“Hope”).   
18  See 16 U.S.C. §§ 824d(b), 824e(a) (2012). 
19  This is not only true of the matters discussed above but also of suggestions that the 
Commission adopt the proposed rule as part of some sort of Marshall Plan for the coal industry.  
See Comments of the American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity and the National Mining 
Association in Support of the Department of Energy’s Grid Reliability and Resilience Pricing 
Proposed Rule at 64, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“ACCCE/NMI Comments”) 
(“Declaring an end to the ‘war on coal’ was long overdue.  But as it has done when ending other 
wars, the government should now embark on an ambitious and wide ranging effort across 
agencies to rebuild coal equal to the effort to tear coal down.”).  The Commission’s participation 
in such an effort would not only have it acting well outside the scope of its duties and authority 
but would also raise a whole host of other issues, including issues about the Commission’s 
independence, see 42 U.S.C. § 7171 (2012), and its lack of power to grant reparations, see 
Hope, 320 U.S. 618.   
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proposed rule that warrant particular attention: 

 The “it’s already broken” theme, which posits that there should be no 
concern about damaging or destroying the organized markets because 
they are already broken; 

 The “what’s one more” theme, which suggests that one more cost-based 
compensation scheme will not do any harm; and 

 The “I want what I want” theme, which simply assumes an un-met need for 
so-called “fuel-secure” resources and supposes that this assumption 
trumps both parts of FPA Section 206’s two-part standard. 

Even in the abstract, none of these themes carries much logical force.  They completely 

collapse, however, in the face of the legal and economic realities implicated by the 

NOPR. 

As articulated by one of FirstEnergy’s legion of witnesses, the “it’s already 

broken” theme runs as follows:  “[T]he NOPR, if adopted, will not lead to the ‘death of 

markets’ as some have stated because the wholesale markets are not today operating 

as truly competitive.”20  As explained in EPSA’s initial comments, such claims miss the 

point:  the organized wholesale markets are functionally competitive and are producing 

tangible benefits for American consumers and the American economy.21  The same 

point was made by a wide array of commenters, including (but certainly not limited to) 

the ISOs and RTOs, their independent market monitors, and a bipartisan group of 

                                                      
20  FirstEnergy Comments, Exh. 3, Affidavit of Raymond L. Gifford on Behalf of FirstEnergy 
Service Company at 2.  See also, e.g., Comments of Murray Energy Corporation in Support of 
Proposed Rule at 29, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“Murray Comments”) 
(“FERC’s wholesale market rules are broken and need major reform.” (footnote omitted)); 
ACCCE/NMI Comments at 36 (arguing that “the claim that the [proposed rule] is unsound 
because it will ‘distort markets’ is willfully blind”). 
21  See EPSA Comments at 19-20.  See also id., Attachment B, Affidavit of David W. 
DeRamus, Ph.D. and Collin Cain, M.SC. on Behalf of the Electric Power Supply Association at 
¶ 67. 
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former FERC commissioners.22  Moreover, as Shell Energy North America (US), L.P. 

observed, the organized markets act “as the basic building block of a complex market 

also involving forward off-take and supply contracts, fuel contracts, retail market 

contracts with customers and other types of transactions,”23 meaning that the damage 

wrought by the proposed rule will extend well beyond the organized wholesale electricity 

markets.24  It defies reason to suggest that the Commission can or should be indifferent 

to the serious damage to, if not the utter collapse of, the organized wholesale markets 

that would result from adoption of the proposed rule merely because those markets “are 

                                                      
22  See Comments of ISO New England Inc. at 4, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 
2017) (“ISO-NE Comments”) (stating that New England’s competitive markets “have worked 
effectively to bring forward the resources need to ensure reliable power system operations, 
while reducing power system emissions and wholesale power prices” and have “attracted 
billions of dollars in private investment in some of the most efficient, lowest-emitting power 
plants in the country”); Comments of the New York Independent System Operator, Inc. at 10, 
Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“NYISO Comments”) (“ISO/RTO-administered 
competitive wholesale markets have provided significant benefits to consumers including 
increased generation efficiency, reduced reserve requirements, fuel cost savings, and improved 
investment signals.”); Initial Comments of PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. at 16, Docket No. RM18-
1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“PJM Comments”) (describing the PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. 
(“PJM”) markets’ “demonstrated strength as a platform for innovation and adaptation” and the 
strength of competitive markets in “quickly recognizing and rewarding efficiency gains”); 
Comments of the Independent Market Monitor for PJM at 8, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed 
Oct. 23, 2017) (“The PJM markets work.  The PJM markets bring customers the benefits of 
competition.”); Comments of Potomac Economics, Ltd. at 4, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed 
Oct. 20, 2017) (“Potomac Comments”) (“The markets are extremely powerful in coordinating the 
myriad of decisions that must be made by market participants to invest in and maintain the 
resources and network facilities necessary to ensure reliability.”); Comments of the Bipartisan 
Former FERC Commissioners at 3, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 19, 2017) (“Th[e] effort 
to develop organized markets has been successful by almost any measure, reaching over two-
thirds of all customers in the nation’s economy.  Widely diverse interests have invested tens of 
billions of dollars in both competitive and regulated infrastructure.  Customers and the industry 
have benefitted from lower costs and better, more reliable services.  Technological innovation 
has swept the entire value chain.”). 
23  Comments at 16, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“Shell Comments”). 
24  See id. at 14-20. 
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far from perfect.”25  To be sure, some, if not all, of the ISO/RTO markets could use a trip 

to the doctor’s office, perhaps even to urgent care, but, even if they are far from perfect, 

those markets are also far from dead.  They are, in fact, functioning and providing 

tremendous benefits to consumers and the nation in the form of reliable and 

competitively priced electricity. 

A related theme is the “what’s one more” theme.  FirstEnergy, for example, 

attempts to position the proposed rule as “just one more instance of cost-based 

compensation for critical, resilient resources that are needed for the long-term stability 

of the grid.”26  Leaving aside, for the moment, the substantial record evidence 

demonstrating that the resources in question are not, in fact, needed for the long-term 

stability of the grid,27 the proposed rule is quantitatively and qualitatively different from 

the cost-based mechanisms approved in the past.  The magnitude of the potential 

payments and the amount of generation potentially eligible for these payments28 dwarfs 

the dollars and megawatts involved under any of the cost-based reliability arrangements 

                                                      
25  FirstEnergy Comments, Exh. 4, Affidavit of David Hunger on Behalf of FirstEnergy 
Service Company at 21 (“Hunger Affidavit”).   
26  FirstEnergy Comments at 60.  See also Hunger Affidavit at 5 (describing “numerous 
instances in which RTOs/ISOs base compensation in whole or in part on a generating unit’s 
cost”); Murray Comments at 34 (“[T]he Commission has, throughout the evolution of RTO 
market rule changes, approved and required the implementation of numerous cost-based 
mechanisms . . . .”); ACCCE/NMI Comments at 58 (arguing that the Commission’s “litany of 
market interventions . . . leaves the Commission no room to find . . . that intervention in keeping 
with the Secretary’s objectives is inconsistent with its past actions”).  Cf. Comments of the 
PSEG Companies at 15, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“PSEG Comments”) 
(commenter advocating interim use of the proposed rule and citing “Commission precedent for a 
limited out-of-market solution”). 
27  See EPSA Comments, Attachment A, Affidavit of Paul M. Sotkiewicz at ¶¶ 11-32. 
28  See EPSA Comments at 17 n.60 (discussing cost estimates ranging from $800 million to 
$4.5 billion); Joint Industry Comments, Attachment A, Evaluation of the DOE’s Proposed Grid 
Resiliency Pricing Rule at 2 (estimating annual costs of $3.7-$11.2 billion); IMM Comments at 5-
6 (estimating annual costs of $3-$32 billion). 
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approved in the past.  Moreover, as discussed in EPSA’s initial comments, these new 

arrangements would be available to any eligible resource without any particularized 

showing of a reliability need, as has been required in the past, and would not be 

temporary, as has also been required in the past.29   

The “what’s one more” claims also rest on the false assumption that the 

Commission’s tolerance of cost-based mechanisms in the organized markets 

constitutes some sort of endorsement of such mechanisms.  Nothing could be further 

from the truth.  The Commission has made crystal clear that those mechanisms are to 

be employed solely as a “last resort”30 and has properly expressed serious concerns 

about arrangements that “procure more capacity than is needed for short-term reliability, 

and for a much longer term” than necessary for a particular, short-term reliability need, 

recognizing that the price suppression resulting from such arrangements “might deter 

                                                      
29  See EPSA Comments at 40-42 (contrasting the proposed rule with the terms on which 
the Commission has allowed ISOs and RTOs to rely on cost-based reliability must-run (“RMR”) 
arrangements in the past).  Apparently recognizing this fatal flaw in the NOPR, the PSEG 
Companies (“PSEG”) suggested that the proposed rule be implemented as an “interim 
measure.”  PSEG Comments at 3.  See also Rulemaking Comments of the Nuclear Energy 
Institute at 5, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“NEI Comments”) (arguing that the 
proposed rule should be in place “for merchant nuclear units, at least until further sustainable 
market-based structures are put in place”); Motion to Intervene and Comments of the AES 
Companies at 11-12, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“AES Comments”) 
(proposing cost-based rates as “an acceptable gap-filling measure, while on a parallel path, 
focusing on a resource-neutral, long-term solution”).  With the proposed rule in place only for 
some undefined interim period, PSEG argues, it would be consistent with a winter reliability 
program employed by ISO New England Inc. (“ISO-NE”) and approved as “a ‘time-limited, 
discrete, out-of-market solution’ while a number of longer-term solutions were being 
developed . . . .”  PSEG Comments at 15.  Even if approval for some unspecified “interim” 
period would make the proposed rule “time limited,” it would do nothing to limit the proposed 
rule in any way that would allow it to be described as “discrete” in any meaningful sense. 
30  New York Indep. Sys. Operator, Inc., 150 FERC ¶ 61,116 at P 16 (2015), on reh’g, 155 
FERC ¶ 61,076 (2016). 
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new entry or displace less-costly existing capacity . . . .”31  In addition, the whole thrust 

of the Commission’s price formation initiative has been to maximize reliance on market 

mechanisms and to minimize reliance on out-of-market payments.32   

Ironically, even as FirstEnergy seeks more out-of-market payments for itself, one 

of its witnesses points to out-of-market payments (i.e., uplift) as a “market design 

shortcoming” that has artificially suppressed clearing prices to the detriment of nuclear-

powered and coal-fired generation facilities.33  This provides a useful reminder that, if 

the proposed rule is adopted, the Commission can expect these sorts of arrangements 

to proliferate, as other resources (including resources actually needed to ensure 

reliability) will be unable to recover their costs in the markets as a result of the price 

suppression that would result from the proposed rule.34  This is precisely why the 

Commission has long held that “the proliferation of [out-of-market arrangements] is not 

in the best interest of the competitive market . . . .”35 

To be sure, FirstEnergy is quite correct that the Commission “has wide discretion 

to determine what is a just and reasonable rate,”36 and that the Commission “‘is not 

                                                      
31  Independent Power Producers of New York, Inc. v. New York Indep. Sys. Operator, Inc., 
150 FERC ¶ 61,214 at P 69 (2015). 
32  See, e.g., Price Formation in Energy & Ancillary Servs. Mkts. Operated by Regional 
Transmission Orgs. & Indep. Sys. Operators, 153 FERC ¶ 61,221 at P 2 (2015) (stating that, 
ideally, an ISO or RTO “would not need to commit any additional resources beyond those 
scheduled economically through the market processes and market prices . . . thus reflect the 
value of electricity consumption without the need to involuntarily curtail load or increase 
resource commitments out-of-market”). 
33  Hunger Affidavit at 14-17. 
34  Comments of the Independent Market Monitor for PJM at 12, Docket No. RM18-1-000 
(filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“PJM IMM Comments”) (“Subsidies are contagious.”). 
35  Devon Power LLC, 103 FERC ¶ 61,082 at P 31, on reh’g, 104 FERC ¶ 61,123 (2003). 
36  FirstEnergy Comments at 57. 
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bound to any one ratemaking formula.’”37  But that only means that the Commission is 

free to insist that, if there is a problem, it should be addressed through a market-based 

mechanism.  Indeed, while the Commission is not bound under the FPA to any 

particular ratemaking formula, it is bound under the APA to engage in reasoned 

decisionmaking, which would require that it (1) provide a reasoned explanation for the 

deviation from precedent that would be required to grant the relief proposed in the 

NOPR,38 and (2) articulate a rational connection between the facts found and the choice 

made in granting such relief.39 

The third recurring theme is that of “I want what I want.”  Like the NOPR, the 

proposed rule’s supporters simply assume, among other things, that: 

 there is an un-met need for “resilience” and “fuel diversity”;  

 only “fuel-secure” generation facilities can meet this assumed need; 

 only generation facilities with on-site fuel can be “fuel-secure”; 

 only generation facilities with at least 90 days of on-site fuel are truly “fuel-
secure”; 

 the assumed need for “resilience” and “fuel diversity” can only be met 
through the retention of each and every “fuel-secure” merchant generation 
facility in organized markets with energy and capacity markets; and 

 such retention can only be assured through full cost-of-service rates. 

The proposed rule’s supporters provide little or no credible evidence that would allow 

the Commission to find any, much less all, of these key assumptions valid.  For 

example, while FirstEnergy and its witnesses make any number of generalized 

                                                      
37  Id. at 58 (quoting Morgan Stanley Capital Grp. Inc. v. Pub. Util. Distr. No. 1 of 
Snohomish Cty., 554 U.S. 527, 532 (2008)). 
38  See EPSA Comments at 40-44. 
39  See id. at 44-48. 
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assertions about the value of “resilience” and “fuel diversity” and the pattern of past and 

projected retirements of nuclear-powered and coal-fired generation resources, there is 

nothing in the roughly 3,600 pages of material that FirstEnergy dumped into the record 

that even attempts to justify the 90-day on-site fuel criterion.  There is also precious little 

that attempts to make any connection between the on-site fuel requirement and “fuel 

security” or between “fuel security” and “resilience” or “fuel diversity.”  And in highlighting 

the Commission’s “wide discretion to determine what is a just and reasonable rate,”40 

FirstEnergy implicitly appears to concede that cost-based rates are not the only way of 

ensuring retention of so-called “fuel-secure” generation facilities. 

The same theme is evident in other supporters’ comments, including Murray 

Energy Corporation’s assertion that it would be “reckless for the Commission to allow 

baseload coal and nuclear plants to retire until it better understands th[e] risk” of losing 

fuel diversity.41  Neither the NOPR nor any of the comments filed in support of the 

proposed rule demonstrates that, without guaranteed recovery of their full cost of 

service, a large enough number of these plants would retire as to cause a material loss 

of fuel diversity, much less that all of these plants will exit the market.  In fact, as Dr. 

Sotkiewicz discusses in his supplemental affidavit, the evidence shows otherwise.  As 

he puts it, “to shamelessly paraphrase Mark Twain, ‘the rumors of the death of coal and 

nuclear facilities are greatly exaggerated,’ as a substantial number remain in 

commercial operation and cannot reasonably be expected to retire anytime soon.”42  He 

also discusses the critical difference between a resource owner covering its going 
                                                      
40  FirstEnergy Comments at 57. 
41  Murray Comments at 7. 
42  Sotkiewicz Supplemental Affidavit at ¶ 2. 
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forward costs, such that it will rationally continue to operate, and a resource owner also 

recovering its sunk costs, as the proposed rule would allow.43  Naturally, any resource 

owner would prefer to recover its sunk costs (and more), but the fact that the resource 

owner’s profits are lower than it would like does not, alone, establish that there is any 

imminent risk of the resource retiring. 

In this same vein, PSEG urges the Commission to charge ahead notwithstanding 

concerns that “the threats have not been adequately quantified, resiliency has not been 

adequately defined, the exact amount of effective resiliency needed has not been 

established and the like.”44  While the Commission “is not required to ‘engage in 

painstaking cost benefit analysis’ when setting rates,”45 it is required to engage in 

reasoned decisionmaking and to ensure that its orders are supported by substantial 

evidence.46  No reviewing court is going to be impressed by a final rule that assumes 

away critical analytical steps based on PSEG’s advice that “‘analysis paralysis’ is not a 

solution.”47 

It also bears emphasis that the obligation to engage in reasoned decisionmaking 

                                                      
43  See id. at ¶¶ 14-27. 
44  PSEG Comments at 13. 
45  Id. (quoting Process Gas Consumers Grp. v. FERC, 866 F.2d 470, 477 (D.C. Cir. 1989)). 
46  See EPSA Comments at 40-48.   
47  PSEG Comments at 13.  But see, e.g., Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n of the U.S., Inc. v. 
State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983) (“[W]e may not supply a reasoned basis 
for the agency’s action that the agency itself has not given.” (citation and internal quotation 
marks omitted)); Williams Gas Processing-Gulf Coast Co. v. FERC, 475 F.3d 319, 329 (D.C. 
Cir. 2006) (“Arbitrary and capricious review strictly prohibits us from upholding agency action 
based only on our best guess as to what reasoning truly motivated it.” (citations omitted)); 
Columbia Gas Transmission Corp. v. FERC, 448 F.3d 382, 387 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (“It will not do 
for a court to be compelled to guess at the theory underlying the agency's action; nor can a 
court be expected to chisel that which must be precise from what the agency has left vague and 
indecisive.” (citation and internal quotation marks omitted)). 
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applies to both steps of the FPA Section 206 analysis; the Commission cannot simply 

assume that an existing rate is unjust and unreasonable because it does not conform to 

some preferred rate.48  A critical deficiency of the proposed rule, which carries over to 

the comments of its supporters, is that it asks the Commission to do just that.  Potomac 

Economics, Ltd. (“Potomac Economics”), the independent market monitor for ISO-NE, 

the Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc. (“MISO”), and the New York 

Independent System Operator, Inc. (“NYISO”), observed that the proposed rule 

“illustrates the problems that arise when one starts with a very specific answer, rather 

than starting with a clearly defined issue or objective and allowing the markets to 

provide the most efficient answer.”49  In much the same way, with the Secretary 

apparently having started with the conclusion that generation facilities with 90 days of 

on-site fuel should receive cost-of-service rate support, neither he nor the proposed 

rule’s supporters can explain how or why existing rates are allegedly unjust and 

unreasonable or, for that matter, how or why the proposed rates are allegedly just and 

reasonable. 

It becomes increasingly clear as one reviews the comments that, as used by the 

proposed rule’s supporters, terms such as “fuel security,” “fuel diversity,” and “resilience” 

have whatever meaning serves the commenter’s purposes and helps it get what it 
                                                      
48  See Emera Maine v. FERC, 854 F.3d 9, 27 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (“To satisfy its dual burden 
under section 206, FERC was required to do more than show that its single [return on equity] 
analysis generated a new just and reasonable [return] and conclusively declare that, 
consequently, the existing [return] was per se unjust and unreasonable.”); Florida Gas 
Transmission v. FERC, 604 F.3d 636, 641 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (discussing analogous provision of 
the Natural Gas Act of 1938 and emphasizing that “Congress has not authorized . . . [these] 
powers based on speculation, conjecture, divination, or anything short of factual findings based 
on substantial evidence” and that, “[a]bsent a finding that the existing [rate practices] were 
unjust or unreasonable, the Commission had no authority to impose new [practices]”). 
49  Potomac Comments at 6. 
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wants.  This is highlighted by the discussion of changes in the generation mix in the 

initial comments of the American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity (“ACCCE”) and the 

National Mining Association (“NMA”), when they dismiss the claim that “the penetration 

of natural gas and intermittent renewables has made the electric grid more diverse” on 

the grounds that “generation overall has, in fact, ‘diversified’ from consistency and price 

stability toward vulnerability and price volatility.”50  Particularly when one considers that 

fuel diversity is, in fact, “higher than ever in PJM,”51 this statement illustrates how pliable 

the “fuel diversity” concept is in the hands of the proposed rule’s supporters and why 

there would be no rational basis for a final rule predicated on the idea that cost-based 

payments are needed to preserve “fuel diversity.”52 

Beyond these three recurring themes, there are various assertions in the 

supporting comments that warrant at least a brief response.  First, various commenters 

supporting the proposed rule, as well as commenters advocating other special 

treatment for some or all of the supposedly “fuel-secure” resources, allude ominously to 

“national security” considerations as supporting their preferred approach.53  Much as a 

                                                      
50  ACCCE/NMI Comments at 10-11. 
51  PJM IMM Comments at 14.  See also Comments of Joint Consumer Advocates of the 
PJM Region at 5-7, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“JCA Comments”) 
(discussing fuel diversity in the PJM region).  
52  See EPSA Comments, Attachment B, Affidavit of David W. Deramus, Ph.D. and Collin 
Cain, M.SC. on Behalf of the Electric Power Supply Association at ¶¶ 71-73 (discussing reliance 
on “fuel diversity” as a justification for subsidizing uneconomic nuclear-powered and coal-fired 
resources). 
53  See PSEG Comments at 11-12; NEI Comments at 2, 4; FirstEnergy Comments at 32; 
id., Exhibit 6, Affidavit of Dr. Henry Chao on Behalf of FirstEnergy Service Company at 10; 
Comments of Exelon Corporation at 8-9, 34-35, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) 
(“Exelon Comments”); id., Exhibit A, Prepared Direct Testimony of Dr. Paul Stockton on Behalf 
of Exelon Corporation. 
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false patriotism is “the last refuge of a scoundrel,”54 such bombastic rhetoric appears to 

be the last refuge of suppliers unwilling or unable to compete in the markets, absent a 

heavy governmental thumb on their side of the scale.  In fact, there is no credible 

evidence that “fuel-secure” resources are uniquely insulated from national security 

threats55 or that other resources are uniquely vulnerable to such threats.  Just as 

importantly, however, the national security implications of owning and operating 

generation facilities and other elements of the electric grid ought to be taken seriously 

and not trivialized by being used as fig leafs for transparent rent-seeking behavior. 

Second, the initial comments supporting the proposed rule provide further 

evidence of the arbitrary nature of the 90-day on-site fuel requirement.  The proposed 

rule’s supporters provide little justification for requiring 90 days’ worth of on-site fuel, 

and most, like FirstEnergy, do not even attempt to justify the 90-day on-site fuel 

criterion.  PSEG at least makes an effort, but the best it can muster are observations 

that summer and winter periods “are generally about three months in duration” and that 

“gas pipeline fuel disruptions can last 90 days or longer.”56  These assertions hardly 

constitute substantial evidence that would support the conclusion that a 90-day on-site 

fuel requirement is reasonable.  Indeed, as Potomac Economics explains, such a 

requirement can only be justified by a showing of “clear credible contingencies or 

                                                      
54  James Boswell, The Life of Samuel Johnson 182 (Christopher Hibbert, ed., Penguin 
Books 1986). 
55  See Comments of the Natural Gas Supply Association at 9, Docket No. RM18-1-000 
(filed Oct. 23, 2017); Comments by Amory B. Lovins, Cofounder and Chief Scientist, Rocky 
Mountain Institute at 2, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“Lovins Comments”). 
56  PSEG Comments at 17. 
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system conditions of concern . . . .”57   

At the same time, other prospective beneficiaries of the proposed rule 

underscore how arbitrary the 90-day figure is through their arguments for a shorter 

duration requirement.  The AES Companies, for instance, state that “coal plant 

operators maintain a 30-60-day maximum supply of coal on-site,” and argue that 

“maintaining a 90-day coal pile on-site is impractical . . . .”58  The ACCCE and NMA 

argue that a 30- to 60-day requirement would be “sufficient to perform 

during . . . emergencies” of the sort described in the NOPR.59  ACCCE and NMA state 

that “an unduly high on-site fuel requirement could unnecessarily increase costs” of the 

proposed rule.60  At the end of the day, the comments of the proposed rule’s 

supporters make clear that the 90-day on-site fuel requirement is completely arbitrary 

and would serve no purpose other than to create a short-term spike in coal sales and to 

increase the economic waste associated with the proposed rule.  At the same time, 

none of those supporters has shown that an on-site fuel requirement of some other 

duration is reasonable or, indeed, that any on-site fuel requirement is reasonable. 

                                                      
57  Potomac Comments at 7. 
58  AES Comments at 7.  See also Letter from Jeffrey L. Keffer to the Honorable Neil 
Chatterjee, et al. at 4, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 20, 2017) (“Longview Comments”) 
(owner of a merchant coal-fired generation facility stating that it “keeps on hand between 10 and 
30 days of coal required for 24 hours/day of sustained output at upper operating limits”). 
59  ACCCE/NMA Comments at 61.  See also Longview Comments at 4 (noting that an 
emergency lasting 90 days “would likely involve serious damage to the transmission grid which 
means electric deliverability, not fuel supply, would be the limiting factor in supplying electricity 
to end users”). 
60  ACCCE/NMA Comments at 62.  See also Longview Comments at 4 (stating that 
“maintaining excessive inventory levels is extremely costly”). 
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2. The Breadth Of The Opposition To The Proposed Rule 
Highlights How Ill-Conceived And Fundamentally Flawed It Is 

The breadth of the coalition opposing the proposed rule and supporting 

competitive markets is nothing short of extraordinary and, in and of itself, serves to 

highlight just how ill-conceived and fundamentally flawed the proposed rule is. 

Significantly, in contrast to the proposed rule’s transparently self-interested 

supporters, the independent entities charged with operating the regional transmission 

systems and administering the centralized markets, the ISOs and RTOs, and their 

independent market monitors universally condemned the proposed rule.  The ISOs, 

RTOs, and market monitors emphasized that there is no imminent reliability or resilience 

crisis, much less any crisis that would justify the proposed rule.61  They also warned that 

the proposed rule “would undermine market structures that the Commission and the 

RTOs/ISOs have worked decades to develop and refine, and would degrade, rather 

                                                      
61  See, e.g., PJM Comments at 6 (“While claiming to address an imminent threat to 
‘resilience’ of the electric grid from looming retirement of so-called ‘fuel-secure’ baseload 
resources, the . . . NOPR fails to demonstrate that any such threat is imminent, that retirements 
are to blame, that competitive markets and specifically capacity markets are forcing retirements 
that would not have otherwise occurred, or that its proposed solution will actually address the 
perceived problem.”); id. at 14 (“[T]he PJM Region is unquestionably reliable . . . .”); NYISO 
Comments at 4 (“The NYISO is not aware of any imminent emergency likely to develop on the 
wholesale electric system that necessitates drastic and immediate action, particularly in the form 
proposed in the NOPR.”); ISO-NE Comments at 1 (“New England has no urgent need to rush to 
a solution . . . .”); Comments of the Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc. at 5, 
Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“MISO Comments”) (“[T]here is no need for the 
[proposed rule] in MISO.”); Comments of the California Independent System Operator 
Corporation at 3, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) (“The specific resiliency 
problems identified in the NOPR do not plague California, and there is no basis or need for the 
proposed rule in the [California Independent System Operator Corporation balancing authority 
area] to ensure that the system remains reliable and resilient.”); PJM IMM Comments at 14 
(“The PJM markets are working to provide competitive, reliable and resilient outcomes and 
should be permitted to continue to work.”); Potomac Comments at 4-5 (describing the process 
by which RTOs address reliability issues and stating that “[t]o turn immediately to an out-of-
market compensation scheme without considering the alternatives for addressing these issues 
through the RTO planning and market framework is both inefficient and ultimately 
unreasonable”). 
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than enhance, the reliability of the nation’s energy system.”62 

The proposed rule was also opposed by a wide range of other commenters, 

including other independent entities and individuals, both suppliers and consumers,63 

environmental groups, and others.  For example, opponents of the proposed rule 

included, among others: 

 A bipartisan group of former FERC commissioners, who described the 
proposed rule as “a significant step backward from the Commission’s long 
and bipartisan evolution to transparent, open, competitive wholesale 
markets” that would “disrupt decades of substantial investment made in 
the modern electric power system, raise costs for customers, and do so in 
a manner directly counter to the Commission’s long experience”;64 

                                                      
62  Comments of the ISO/RTO Council at 34, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017) 
(“ISO/RTO Council Comments”).  See also, e.g., id. at 6 (“Supplanting newer, efficient units with 
older, less reliable ones in the markets will threaten reliability and market efficiency.”); PJM 
Comments at 7 (stating that the “proposed imposition of cost of service pricing will not only fail 
to fix the perceived problem but will have severe adverse effects on competitive markets that 
the Commission and RTOs like PJM have labored for decades to develop”); NYISO Comments 
at 2 (stating that the proposed rule “threatens serious harm to both markets and consumers”); 
ISO-NE Comments at 20 (“[T]he NOPR will significantly undermine the efficient and effective 
wholesale energy markets that, with the Commission’s guidance, the New England region has 
built.”); MISO Comments at 3 (warning that the proposed rule’s “unintended consequences 
may . . . have permanent impacts that damage wholesale electricity markets, create 
inefficiencies in the transmission grid, make American industry less competitive, burden 
consumers with unnecessary costs – and, in extreme, cases make the grid less reliable”); PJM 
IMM Comments at 1 (stating that the proposed rule will result in “the demise of competitive 
markets in the PJM Region”); Potomac Comments at 15-16 (warning that the proposed rule 
“promises to raise prices for consumers by eroding the core benefits of competitive electric 
markets” and “may degrade reliability by causing unsubsidized resources to retire prematurely 
and retarding new investment in generating resources”); Comments of the Southwest Power 
Pool Market Monitoring Unit on Notice of Proposed Rule by the Secretary of Energy at 2, 
Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 20, 2017) (“Adoption of the Proposed Rule would only distort 
and disrupt the competitive markets and set back by decades the significant progress made in 
ensuring reliability of electric service that the Commission’s rules for ISO/RTO-operated markets 
established.”). 
63  While some or all of these suppliers and consumers may be regarded as “self-
interested” in some sense, their interests, unlike those of many of the “self-interested” 
supporters of the proposed rule, are statutorily- and, in the case of suppliers, constitutionally-
protected.  See, e.g., EPSA Comments at 16-17 & nn.55, 56. 
64  Comments of the Bipartisan Former FERC Commissioners at 3-4, Docket No. RM18-1-
000 (filed Oct. 19, 2017). 
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 A group of experts on the economics and engineering of electric delivery 
systems (Ross Baldick, Michael Caramanis, Alex Rudkevich, and Richard 
Tabors), who described the proposed rule as “a misguided return to cost-
based pricing that is not supported by facts or the operational realities of 
today’s ISO/RTO markets” and that would “burden consumers with 
hundred of millions and possibly billions of dollars in unjust and 
unreasonable costs”;65 

 Amory B. Lovins, Cofounder and Chief Scientist of the Rocky Mountain 
Institute, who characterized the NOPR as proposing “to reverse the 
Nation’s bedrock electricity policy of open wholesale competition, 
painstakingly evolved over four decades”66 by “invent[ing] an imaginary 
emergency, a fanciful rationale, and nonexistent authorities”;67 

 Rhodium Group, which performed an analysis of outage data and reported 
that “[f]uel emergencies or deficiencies at power plants resulted in 2,382 
customer hours of lost services or 0.00007% of the total” of which 
“2,333 . . . customer hours were due to one event in Northern Minnesota 
in 2014 involving a coal-fired power plant”;68 

 A broad industry coalition, including Advanced Energy Economy, Alliant 
Energy Corporate Services, Inc., American Biogas Council, American 
Council on Renewable Energy, American Forest & Paper Association, 
American Petroleum Institute, American Wind Energy Association, 
Conservation Law Foundation, EDP Renewables North America LLC, 
Electricity Consumers Resource Council, Energy Storage Association, 
EPSA, E.ON Climate & Renewables North America, LLC, Independent 
Petroleum Association of America, Interstate Natural Gas Association of 
America, Invenergy Thermal Development LLC, Natural Gas Supply 
Association, NextEra Energy Resources, LLC, Solar Energy Industries 
Association, and Vestas-American Wind Technology, Inc., which filed 
jointly to oppose what they described as “a transparent attempt to prop up 
uneconomic generation that is unable to compete due largely to 
substained low prices for natural gas and that is not otherwise needed for 
reliability”;69 

                                                      
65  Engineers and Energy Economists Comments at 6, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed 
Oct. 23, 2017). 
66  Lovins Comments at 1. 
67  Id. 
68  Rhodium Group, Electric System Reliability:  No clear link to coal and nuclear at 3, 
Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
69  Joint Industry Comments at 3. 
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 Dynegy Inc., which opposed the proposed rule, even though it, as the 
owner of approximately 9,500 MW of coal-fired generation, “could 
potentially reap substantial benefits” from that rule, because the proposed 
rule would “substantially, and potentially irreversibly, harm the nation’s 
competitive electricity markets”;70 

 NRG Energy, Inc., which, while acknowledging the “superficially attractive” 
quality of being able to “rate-bas[e] a substantial portion of [its] generation 
fleet,”71 opposed “a retreat from markets towards cost-of-service 
regulation”;72 

 The Joint Consumer Advocates of the PJM Region (the “JCA”),73 which 
noted that “wholesale markets created and administered by the RTOs 
have generally had positive impacts on wholesale energy prices in an 
ever-changing marketplace,”74 and which urged the Commission to 
“decline the invitation to return to an expensive and inefficient model from 
the past”;75 

 The New England States Committee on Electricity, which urged the 
Commission to “reject the invitation to implement a new regulatory regime 
that is fundamentally divorced from its longstanding policies favoring 
competitive market structures and respect for region-specific approaches 
that reflect unique facts and circumstances”;76 

 The Electricity Consumers Resource Council, the American Chemistry 
Council, the American Forest and Paper Association, the American Iron 
and Steel Institute, the Carolina Utility Customers Association, the 
Connecticut Industrial Energy Consumers, the Illinois Industrial Energy 
Consumers, the Indiana Industrial Energy Consumers, Inc., the Louisiana 
Energy Users, Multiple Intervenors, Texas Industrial Energy Consumers, 
and Wisconsin Industrial Energy Group, Inc., which noted “the current, 
historically low electricity prices that have resulted from the[ competitive 

                                                      
70  Comments of Dynegy Inc. at 2-3, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
71  Comments of NRG Energy, Inc. at 5, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
72  Id. at 2. 
73  The JCA includes:  the Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate, the New Jersey 
Division of Rate Counsel, the Maryland Office of People’s Counsel, the Delaware Division of the 
Public Advocate, the Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, the District of 
Columbia Office of the People’s Counsel, and the Illinois Citizens Utility Board. 
74  JCA Comments at 2. 
75  Id. at 20-21. 
76  Comments of the New England States Committee on Electricity at 5, Docket No. RM18-
1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
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markets’] operation have substantially benefited the competitiveness of 
the U.S. manufacturing sector” and cautioned that the proposed rule 
“would override the market’s ability to select the most efficient units, 
increase the electricity costs by many millions of dollars for untold 
numbers of businesses and consumers, and result in a substantial loss of 
U.S. manufacturing capacity and jobs”;77 

 The PJM Industrial Customer Coalition, the Coalition of MISO 
Transmission Customers, the American Chemistry Council, the Industrial 
Energy Consumers of America; the Industrial Energy Consumers of 
Pennsylvania; Industrial Energy Users – Ohio, the Illinois Industrial Energy 
Consumers, the New Jersey Large Energy Users Coalition, the Ohio 
Energy Group, the West Virginia Energy Users Group, the Massachusetts 
Chemistry & Technology Alliance, the Utah Association of Energy Users, 
the Chemical Industry Council of Illinois, the Heat Treating Services 
Corporation of America, the Michigan Chemistry Council, the Corn 
Refiners Association, the American Feed Industry Association, the 
Chemistry Council of New Jersey, the Carolina Utility Customers 
Association, the Glass Manufacturing Industry Council, the American 
Foundry Society, the Glass Packaging Institute, the Association of 
Businesses Advocating Tariff Equity, the Industrial Energy Consumer 
Group, the Pennsylvania Chemical Industry Council, the NYS Chemistry 
Council, the Wisconsin Industrial Energy Group, Inc., the Minnesota Large 
Industrial Group, the American Iron and Steel Institute, the National 
Industrial Sand Association, the Industrial Minerals Association, the Ohio 
Chemistry Technology Council, the Pennsylvania Manufacturers' 
Association, the American Forest & Paper Association, the Iron Mining 
Association of Minnesota, the Steel Manufacturers Association, the 
Wisconsin Paper Council, and Indiana Industrial Energy Consumers, Inc., 
which stated that the proposed rule would “undeniably increase both near-
term and long-term energy costs for all customers, particularly energy-
intensive businesses, while providing unprecedented financial security to a 
discre[te] and limited class of market participants that own inefficient 
legacy units”;78 

 The Industrial Energy Consumers of Pennsylvania and the Pennsylvania 
Manufacturers Association, which stated that the proposed rule “threatens 
to dramatically change the economic climate in Pennsylvania by 
increasing electric prices and undermining the numerous and relatively 
recent benefits being generated by the booming and prospering 

                                                      
77  U.S. Manufacturers Comments at 5. 
78  Comments of American Manufacturers and Large Institutional Customers at 23, Docket 
No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
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Pennsylvania shale gas industry”;79 

 A group of “major corporations employing thousands of American workers 
and contributing billions of dollars a year to the U.S. economy,”80 including 
Adobe, Aspen Snowmass, Ben & Jerry’s, Bloomberg, Clif Bar, Dignity 
Health, Etsy, Equinx, Gap Inc., Hackensack Meridian Health, Hewlett 
Packard, Ingersoll Rand, Intel, LLL, Levi Strauss & Co., Mars, Nestlé, 
Patagonia, Providence St. Joseph Health, Salesforce, Seventh 
Generation, Sierra Nevada, Solvay, Stonyfield Organic, The North Face, 
Timberland, Unilever, VF, Wal-Mart, and Worthen Industries, which stated 
the proposed rule would “not serve the goal of supporting a competitive 
American economy and will disrupt fundamental market functions that 
ultimately can deliver greater resilience and reliability at lower cost while 
building a more modern and nimble grid”;81 

 The Environmental Defense Fund, the Natural Resources Defense 
Council, the Sierra Club, Earthjustice, the Sustainable FERC Project, the 
Union of Concerned Scientists, the Center for Biological Diversity, the 
Environmental Law & Policy Center, the Southern Environmental Law 
Center, the Conservation Law Foundation, the Environmental Working 
Group, and Fresh Energy, which expressed concern that adoption of the 
proposed rule “would severely disrupt the energy markets and settled 
expectations, . . . do serious damage to public health and the 
environment, . . . [and] do lasting harm to FERC’s reputation as an 
independent, data-driven regulatory agency”;82 

 The Harvard Environmental Policy Initiative, which objected that the 
NOPR “includes neither a proposed finding about the justness and 
reasonableness of wholesale rates nor any discernible explanation of how 
current rates are deficient”;83 

 Public Citizen, Inc., which described the NOPR as proposing “to radically 

                                                      
79  Comments of the Industrial Energy Consumers of Pennsylvania and the Pennsylvania 
Manufacturers Association at 3, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
80  Letter from Large Corporate Energy Users at 1, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 
2017). 
81  Id. at 3. 
82  Comments of Public Interest Organizations, Environmental Defense Fund, Natural 
Resources Defense Council, Sierra Club, Earthjustice, Sustainable FERC Project, Union of 
Concerned Scientists, the Center for Biological Diversity, the Environmental Law & Policy 
Center, the Southern Environmental Law Center, Conservation Law Foundation, Environmental 
Working Group, and Fresh Energy at 8-9, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
83  Comments of the Harvard Environmental Policy Initiative, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed 
Oct. 18, 2017). 
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redesign FERC-jurisdictional power markets to require consumers to 
spend billions of dollars to bail out dozens of uneconomic coal and nuclear 
plants” and as being “riddled with falsehoods and inaccuracies”;84 

 The Union of Concerned Scientists, which observed that the NOPR “does 
not allow for the Commission to understand how the proposed rate 
advances the goal of resilience or otherwise contributes to benefits”;85 

 The American Public Power Association, which was concerned the 
proposed rule “could present consumers with a ‘worst of both worlds’ 
scenario in which they may be forced to pay the higher of generator cost 
or market price to certain resources”86 and “would likely have significant 
collateral impacts on organized wholesale markets, which could raise 
costs to consumers and have other undesirable long-term effects”;87 

 The Transmission Access Policy Study Group, which urged the 
Commission not to “tak[e] rash action on an ill-defined proposal that will 
have long-term, adverse ramifications for our nation’s consumers and 
businesses,”88 and which argued that “[i]ssuing a rule on this inadequately 
specified and insufficiently justified NOPR would violate the Commission’s 
express obligations under Section 206 of the [FPA]”;89 

 The Nature Conservancy, which stated that “[s]ubsidizing inefficient or 
uneconomic plants to keep them online would distort competitive energy 
markets, undermine the growth in renewable energy resources – which 
are needed to meet state and local climate goals – and delay reductions in 
greenhouse gas emissions, all while costing ratepayers billions of dollars 
annually and providing little if any benefit to reliability”;90 

 The Natural Gas Supply Association, which explained that the NOPR 
“would put the Commission’s ‘finger on the scale’ by establishing subsidies 

                                                      
84 Comments of Public Citizen, Inc. at 1, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
85  Comments of the Union of Concerned Scientists at 3, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed 
Oct. 23, 2017). 
86  Comments of the American Public Power Association on Proposed Rule at 13, Docket 
No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
87  Id. at 14. 
88  Comments of the Transmission Access Policy Study Group at 2, Docket No. RM18-1-
000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
89  Id. 
90  The Nature Conservancy Comments at 1, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
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for certain uneconomic generators using certain fuel types”91 and ignores 
the fact that “natural gas is a major contributor to the reliability of the grid 
and has proven to be just as reliable, if not more reliable in many 
circumstances, than other fuel sources”;92  

 The American Petroleum Institute, which argued that the proposed rule 
“would distort the markets and support power generators that cannot 
compete with the superior economics of natural gas generation, citing a 
reliability ‘emergency,’ even though one has not been shown to exist”;93 

 The Power Trading Institute of the Commodity Markets Council, which 
argued that the proposed rule “would reverse decades of bipartisan 
Commission efforts to develop a transparent, competitive wholesale power 
market, would put at risk those existing generation assets in which market 
participants already have made investments, and would create risk and 
uncertainty as to future investments necessary to meet increasing demand 
for power”;94 and  

 The Advanced Energy Management Alliance, which stated that the 
“proposal, if implemented as proposed, would undermine competitive 
wholesale markets that have delivered reliability and billions of dollars in 
benefits to customers.”95 

Given that many of these parties cannot agree with each other on the time of day, it 

speaks volumes to the flaws in the proposed rule and the benefits of competitive 

markets that they were united in their opposition to the proposed rule.  This further 

illustrates why it is so imperative that the Commission terminate this rulemaking and 

reaffirm its commitment to competitive wholesale markets. 

                                                      
91  Comments of the Natural Gas Supply Association at 1, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed 
Oct. 23, 2017). 
92  Id. at 3 (emphasis in original). 
93  Comments of the American Petroleum Institute at 3, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed 
Oct. 23, 2017). 
94  Comments of the Power Trading Institute of the Commodity Markets Council at 2-3, 
Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
95  Comments of Advanced Energy Management Alliance Regarding a Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking on Grid Reliability and Resilience Pricing at 4, Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed 
Oct. 23, 2017). 
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II. THE COMMISSION SHOULD MOVE FORWARD ON ITS PRICE FORMATION 
INITIATIVES AND OTHERWISE ACT TO PROTECT THE ORGANIZED 
MARKETS FROM OUT-OF-MARKET SUBSIDIES 

For the reasons discussed in EPSA’s initial comments, the Commission should 

not adopt the proposed rule and should instead terminate this proceeding without 

issuing a final rule.  That is not to say, however, that the organized markets are without 

flaws.  To the contrary, as discussed in EPSA’s initial comments, it is imperative that the 

Commission act to address elements of the existing organized market rules that are 

resulting in unjust and unreasonable clearing prices.96  Specifically, the Commission 

should continue to move forward on its price formation initiative and should take 

decisive action to protect the organized markets from the price distortion caused by out-

of-market subsidies.  Just as the proposed rule’s harmful effects would inexorably 

spread from the organized markets into the other markets,97 the beneficial effects of 

improving price formation and addressing price distortion in the organized markets will 

carry over into other markets. 

Significantly, a broad group of stakeholders urged the Commission to take further 

action to improve price formation in the organized markets.  Indeed, even parties 

supportive of the proposed rule agreed that the Commission should move forward on 

price formation improvements.98  Other commenters sharing the concerns animating the 

NOPR likewise urged the Commission to move forward on price formation reforms.99 

Critically, while identifying steps they have already taken to address fuel security 
                                                      
96  See EPSA Comments at 2-8, 51-53. 
97  See Shell Comments at 14-20. 
98  See PSEG Comments at 4. 
99  See, e.g., Exelon Comments at 6; Initial Comments of Talen Energy Corporation at 11 
Docket No. RM18-1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
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and other concerns,100 the various ISOs and RTOs took pains to emphasize that, to the 

extent the Commission determines further action is necessary, such action should be 

designed to work in tandem with existing competitive market structures.101  PJM went a 

step further, describing specific steps that could be taken to improve price formation in 

its markets.   

As an initial matter, PJM suggested that, given its focus on regions with capacity 

markets and PJM’s abundance of nuclear-powered and coal-fired generation facilities, 

the NOPR had “already ‘carved out’ the PJM region for special recognition by the 

Commission.”102  Although not in agreement with the rationale for the NOPR, PJM 

stated that the “recognition of the need for targeted action in PJM is one with which PJM 

concurs.”103  PJM then went on to lay out a potential roadmap of price formation reforms 

that could be used to ensure that “the value of flexibility [is] appropriately reflected in 

energy and reserve market pricing to incent the attributes needed to maintain system 

reliability efficiently.”104  Specifically, PJM described an “extended LMP method,” which 

would allow “[a] dispatched inflexible unit needed to serve load” to be treated like a 

flexible unit and to therefore be allowed to set price.105  PJM further stated its intent to 

review its operating reserve demand curves in order to ensure that shortage pricing 

                                                      
100  See, e.g., PJM Comments, Appendix A at 5-6; ISO-NE Comments at 5-7; NYISO 
Comments at 6-7; ISO/RTO Council Comments at 21-22. 
101  See, e.g., PJM Comments at 39-42; ISO-NE Comments at 20; NYISO Comments at 14-
16; MISO Comments at 2-4; Comments of Southwest Power Pool, Inc. at 2, Docket No. RM18-
1-000 (filed Oct. 23, 2017). 
102  PJM Comments at 36. 
103  Id. 
104  Id. at 40. 
105  Id. at 45. 
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properly reflects the value of excess reserves on the system.106  It urged the 

Commission to “direct each RTO/ISO to identify for the Commission whether changes in 

the resource mix has created issues in their respective regions that are not currently 

addressed in the market.”107 

EPSA commends PJM for its efforts to formulate competitive market solutions 

that will help ensure that the full cost of serving load is reflected in market prices while 

also reducing uplift and supports its proposal for a focused process (outside this 

proceeding, which should be terminated) that will facilitate development and 

implementation of such solutions.  Over and above the promise of PJM’s proposals as 

means of improving price formation, they also show that ISOs and RTOs are more than 

capable of designing reforms to address concerns regarding revenue inadequacy and 

resiliency in ways that are consistent with their respective competitive markets and that 

are much more likely to be successful than the blunt hammer that is the NOPR’s 

proposed rule.  The Commission should therefore encourage ISOs and RTOs to take 

similar actions to ensure that prices fully reflect the cost of serving load. 

It is equally, if not more, important for the Commission to take immediate and 

decisive action to protect the organized wholesale markets from the price-distorting 

effects of out-of-market subsidies.  Step one would be to terminate this proceeding 

without issuing a final rule.  Step two would be to act in open dockets in which this issue 

is before the Commission with respect to the PJM (Docket No. EL16-49-000) and 

NYISO (Docket No. EL13-62-002) markets.  It would be a step in exactly the wrong 

                                                      
106  See id. at 47-48. 
107  Id. at 48. 
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direction for the Commission to take Exelon Corporation’s advice and “issue a policy 

statement declaring that units benefitting from state programs designed to preserve the 

operation of resilient nuclear resources by compensating them for their emissions-free 

attributes—such as the New York and Illinois Zero Emissions Credit programs—will not 

have their offers mitigated in FERC’s markets.”108  Giving license to states to interfere in 

wholesale markets in this manner would, as the Commission has previously held, 

represent an abdication of its statutory and constitutional obligation to ensure that rates 

are just and reasonable, irrespective of state policy choices.109  Such an approach also 

flies in the face of the Commission’s recognition that ISOs and RTOs should work 

towards transparent and accurate market pricing that is not distorted by out-of-market 

payments.110 

                                                      
108  Exelon Comments at 6. 
109  PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 135 FERC ¶ 61,022 at P 143 (holding that, regardless of 
the legitimacy of state policies, “it is [the Commission’s] duty under the FPA to assure just and 
reasonable rates in wholesale markets”), on reh’g, 135 FERC ¶ 61,228, on reh’g, 137 FERC 
¶ 61,145 (2011), on reh’g, 138 FERC ¶ 61,160 (2012), aff’d sub nom. New Jersey Bd. of Pub. 
Utils. v. FERC, 744 F.3d 74 (3d Cir. 2014);ISO New England, Inc., 158 FERC ¶ 61,138 at P 7 
(2017) (“The Commission has acknowledged the right of states to pursue their own policy 
interests but must be mindful of state regulatory actions that impinge on FERC-jurisdictional 
market mechanisms to set price.” (citations omitted)). 
110  See Price Formation in Energy & Ancillary Servs. Mkts. Operated by Regional 
Transmission Orgs. & Indep. Sys. Operators, 153 FERC ¶ 61,221 at PP 2-3 (2015). 
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III. CONCLUSION 

Wherefore, for the reasons set forth in its initial comments and herein, EPSA 

respectfully requests that the Commission (1) terminate this proceeding without issuing a 

final rule, (2) act expeditiously to take action in other proceedings to protect the organized 

markets from out-of-market subsidies and to improve price formation, and (3) otherwise to 

take EPSA’s comments into consideration in considering the NOPR. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY ASSOCIATION 

By:   /s/ David G. Tewksbury   
David G. Tewksbury 
Stephanie S. Lim 
Carolyn J. Lachman 
KING & SPALDING LLP 
1700 Pennsylvania Ave., NW 
Washington, DC  20006 

John Shelk 
President & CEO 
Nancy Bagot 
Senior Vice President 
Electric Power Supply Association 
1401 New York Ave, NW, Suite 950 
Washington, DC  20005 

On behalf of the Electric  
Power Supply Association 

Dated:  November 7, 2017
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FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Grid Reliability and Resilience Pricing 
) 
) 

Docket No. RM18-1-000

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL M. SOTKIEWICZ, PH.D. 

1. My name is Dr. Paul M. Sotkiewicz. I previously submitted an affidavit (“Initial 

Affidavit”) in support of the initial comments of the Electric Power Supply 

Association (“EPSA”) on a notice of proposed rulemaking (“NOPR”) issued by 

the Secretary of Energy on September 28, 2017.1 

II. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF AFFIDAVIT 

2. I am submitting this supplemental affidavit in support of EPSA’s reply 

comments on the NOPR. In summary, my supplemental affidavit reiterates that 

the evidence and data clearly show that there is no reliability problem with the 

retirement of a substantial amount of so-called “fuel secure” coal and nuclear 

capacity as alleged in the NOPR and comments filed in support of the NOPR. 

Additionally, my reply affidavit also explains that, to shamelessly paraphrase 

Mark Twain, “the rumors of the death of coal and nuclear facilities are greatly 

exaggerated,” as a substantial number remain in commercial operation and 

cannot reasonably be expected to retire anytime soon.  

3. The implication of the observation about the circumstances of coal and nuclear 

facilities is that while some of the owners may not be earning the profits they 

                                                           
1 My Initial Affidavit can be found in Attachment A to EPSA’s initial comments. 
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desire, they are covering their going forward costs and at least a portion of any 

sunk capital investments made in the past and would not retire. Moreover, this 

means that any attempt to impose cost-of-service regulation as proposed in the 

NOPR is unnecessary to keep these units in service and would thus result in a 

tax on all other participants in competitive wholesale markets to increase the 

profits of resources that would not be shutting down in any case. Such evidence 

further supports EPSA’s contention the NOPR should be rejected outright by 

the Commission. 

III. THE RETIREMENT OF SO-CALLED “FUEL SECURE” COAL AND 
NUCLEAR RESOURCES IN NO WAY HARMS RELIABILITY AND MAY 
EVEN ENHANCE RELIABILITY 

4. As noted in my initial affidavit, resilience, defined as “the ability or recover 

from or adjust easily to misfortune or change”,2 is just another word expressing 

the same characteristics the power system requires in order to remain reliable or 

dependable. These characteristics include frequency response and support, 

voltage support, and ramping capability in short term operations and resource 

adequacy to ensure peak load can be served during extreme heat or cold weather 

events.  

5. As I noted, based on publicly available data on the PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. 

(“PJM”) wholesale market: (1) Nuclear units do not provide any reserves 

(ramping capability) or frequency response (regulation) as they are always 

running at full capacity unless ramping down to a refueling or maintenance 

                                                           
2 Initial Affidavit at ¶¶ 5-10. 
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outage or ramping up from an outage;3 (2) Coal units are but a small fraction of 

the ramping (reserve) capability provided to PJM and frequency response and 

most of these services are provided by other resource types;4 (3) Any kind of 

generating unit can provide voltage support as well as different kinds of devices 

that are viewed as transmission assets; and (4) PJM has committed resources at 

an all-time high of 23.2 percent or 6.6 percent over the installed reserve margin 

target for the 2020/2021 Delivery Year in spite of over 26,000 MW of 

retirements since 2010.5  

6. Moreover, as I explained in my Initial Affidavit, so-called “fuel security” is not 

uniquely effective, much less is it any sort of silver bullet, against generator 

outages in general or during extreme cold weather. First, during the winters of 

2014, 2015, and 2016, so-called “fuel secure” resources accounted for more 

generator outages than did gas units who could not obtain fuel with the 

implication that if “fuel secure” resources were really “so secure”, we would not 

even be talking about these events as a indicating any sort of potential reliability 

problem.6 Second, so-called “fuel secure” coal units have a much higher forced 

outage rate than the new combined cycle gas plants that have been replacing 

them, which is resulting in a much more reliable system as PJM has already 

noted.7 Third, “lack of fuel” has only resulted in 0.00007 percent of all loss of 

                                                           
3 Id. at ¶¶ 28-32. 
4 Id. at ¶¶ 20-27. 
5 Id. at ¶¶ 14-19. 
6 Id. at ¶¶ 49-57.  
7 Id. at ¶¶ 41-48. 
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load events over the past five years which is almost identical to the odds of a 

person being struck by lightning once in their lifetime.8 

7. In short, the data and actual operating experience with the PJM wholesale 

market show clearly there is no reliability problem with the retirement of so-

called “fuel secure” resources as they are not a large supplier of essential 

reliability services and resource adequacy has never been stronger. Given this 

record alone, the proposal to pay cost-of-service rates to so-called “fuel secure” 

resources cannot be justified on the reliability or resiliency grounds put forth by 

the Department of Energy (“DOE”) in the NOPR. Furthermore, as explained 

below, there remains a substantial amount of so-called “fuel secure” capacity in 

the market that is financially sound enough to remain in commercial operation 

without any cost-of-service compensation.  

IV. SUBSTANTIAL COAL AND NUCLEAR GENERATION ARE TO REMAIN 
IN OPERATION IN PJM FOR THE FORSEEABLE FUTURE 

8. Figure 1 below graphs publicly available data from PJM on the amount of 

Unforced Capacity (“UCAP”) offered and cleared in the RPM Capacity Market 

since its start with the 2007/2008 Delivery Year.9 UCAP is a measure of 

expected capacity to reliably be supplied by adjusting installed capacity for the 

forced outage rates of resources. 

                                                           
8 Id. at ¶ 12. For lightning strike odds see http://www.lightningsafety.noaa.gov/odds.shtml.   
9 Commitments by Fuel Type & Delivery Year 2007/08 - 2020/21, May 23, 2017, available at http://pjm.
com/-/media/markets-ops/rpm/rpm-auction-info/rpm-commitment-by-fuel-type-by-dy.ashx?la=en. Graph 
is derived from the data in this report.  
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Figure 1: Evolution of Offered and Committed Unforced Capacity in the PJM RPM Capacity 
Market 

 
 

9. Figure 1 shows there remains a substantial amount of coal and nuclear capacity 

committed through the 2020/2021 Delivery Year. In fact, at the start of the RPM 

capacity market for the 2007/2008 Delivery Year, PJM had committed nearly 

70,000 MW UCAP of committed coal and nuclear combined (54%) with nearly 

40,000 MW (30%) of gas-fired capacity and almost no demand response or 

energy efficiency to speak of to help achieve resource adequacy.10 In that 

Delivery Year the price of natural gas was over $10/mmBtu in some months and 

shale gas and hydraulic fracturing had not yet had a large impact on the gas 

market.  

10. Following last integrations of the ATSI (American Transmission System, 

Incorporated) zone 2011, the Duke Ohio and Kentucky (DEOK) zone in 2012 

                                                           
10 Id.  
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and East Kentucky Power Cooperative (EKPC) zone in 2013, the combination 

of committed coal and nuclear capacity reached its peak of 90,000 MW of 

committed UCAP (52%) while gas only accounted for 44,000 MW (29%) of 

committed UCAP. One could say that most of the “generation eggs” were in the 

“nuclear and coal basket” at that point in time. 

11. Thirteen Delivery Years after the start of the RPM Capacity Market and seven 

Delivery Years after the last integration, by 2020/2021, the resource portfolio 

was, if anything, more diverse. Coal and nuclear combined account for just over 

65,000 MW UCAP (39%) (only 4,000 MW less combined than 13 years 

before), gas (which only surpassed coal and nuclear in the preceding Delivery 

Year) for just over 73,000 MW UCAP (44%), and demand response and energy 

efficiency for just under 10,000 MW UCAP (6%). Overall, the portfolio is more 

balanced and diverse today than it ever has been. 

12. The truth is that there still remains almost as much nuclear and coal capacity 

committed combined as there was 13 years before, after accounting for over 

26,000 MW of retirements that have already occurred and another nearly 7,000 

MW or retirements pending between now and 2020.   

13. Clearly, the fact that over 27,000 MW UCAP of nuclear capacity and just over 

38,000 MW UCAP of coal capacity remain in service indicates they remain 

financially viable. That is, they are presumably still covering all their costs of 

remaining in commercial operation, while earning something more as profits or 

as a way to cover at least a part of any past sunk capital investments. If these 
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resources were losing money on a going forward operating basis, they would 

have already retired or submitted notices with their intent to retire.   

V. EFFICIENT EXIT AND GO FORWARD DECISIONS IN COMPETITIVE 
MARKETS 

14. The decisions by generation owners to exit and/or go forward in competitive 

wholesale power markets should be premised upon their ability to cover at least 

their going forward costs. Going forward costs include those costs that are 

required to keep the facility open and in commercial operation such as general 

administrative expenses, fixed operation and maintenance costs (“fixed O&M”), 

insurance, property taxes, and labor or material expenses necessary to keep the 

facility ready to produce energy and operate.  

15. Going forward cost can also include prospective capital investments that would 

be required to the generation facility in commercial operation. Such prospective 

investments can include the replacement of major equipment such as turbines, 

or investments to comply with environmental regulations that are required to 

keep the unit in commercial operation. 

16. As a function of net revenues and going forward costs, the decision to exit the 

market or go forward is independent of the past capital investment made in the 

generation project, regardless of how recently that investment was made. The 

“shut-down rule” or the “exit/go forward decision” can be understood as 

meaning that a rational owner will: 

 Keep a unit in commercial operation if net revenues from energy, ancillary 

services, and capacity markets (i.e., market revenues net of variable expenses 

such as fuel, labor, environmental, and variable O&M expenses incurred as a 
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direct result of producing energy and ancillary services) are greater than the 

going forward costs; and 

 Shut down or retire a unit if net revenues from energy, ancillary services, and 

capacity markets are less than the going forward costs. 

VI. WHY THE COMPETITIVE EXIT/GO FORWARD DECISION IS 
INDEPENDENT OF PAST CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 

17. A rational investor will not commit to make a capital investment unless it 

expects the flow of revenues from that investment will be sufficient to cover the 

capital investment and the carrying costs of that investment plus an expected 

return on that investment (returns to capital are discussed below). Once that 

capital investment is made, however, it is considered a sunk cost, i.e., a cost that 

can no longer be avoided like going forward or variable costs. At any given 

point in time, a rational investor will focus on net revenues relative to its going 

forward costs, rather than sunk costs. 

18. Naturally, after a capital investment has been made, projections of net revenues 

and costs going forward can change due to changes in individual market 

dynamics or macroeconomic conditions. The result is that realized net revenues 

may be lower than projected due to increasing variable costs, lower prices, 

lower demand for energy, technological changes, or competition from different 

technologies. Going forward costs may likewise deviate from projections due to 

factors beyond the control of the generation owner such as increases in 

insurance rates, wage increases for labor, fuel price increases due to overall 

supply/demand conditions, or other factors such as the need for additional 

capital investment to remain in commercial operation.  
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19. Regardless of the reasons for deviations from projected net revenues and going 

forward costs, the investor will still have an opportunity to recover a portion of 

its sunk costs and thereby to minimize its “losses” on its capital investment. To 

the extent the project is at least covering its going forward costs, it will be cash 

flow neutral or positive on an operating cost basis.11   

20. Thinking in terms of minimizing losses on the capital investment, another way 

of stating the shut-down rule enumerated above is to say: if net revenues from 

energy, ancillary services, and capacity markets are less than the going forward 

costs, then shut down or retire because it minimizes losses to just the 

unrecovered sunk capital investment. In essence, this is a more sophisticated 

version of the old saying “don’t throw good money after bad.” A rational 

investor will not sustain ongoing, avoidable losses simply to avoid admitting 

that the initial investment was a bad one. 

21. Assume a generating facility with net energy, ancillary services, and capacity 

revenues of $100, going forward costs of $110, and a capital recovery goal of 

$40, but the capital costs have already been incurred (sunk). The above shut 

down rule says that this facility should shut down because the net revenues of 

$100 are less than the going forward cost of $110. Doing so limits the loss to the 

$40 of unrecovered capital. In this example, if shut-down rule were disregarded 

and the facility were to remain in commercial operation, the investor would 

incur the going forward costs of $110, losing $10 plus on top of the $40 for a 
                                                           
11 On an operating cost basis, the resource would be profitable if net revenues exceed going forward costs. 
But it may be losing money in an accounting sense if the resource must still service debt on sunk capital 
investments and the net operating profits do not cover those financing costs. Regardless of whether the 
resource operates or not, those debt service costs would have to be paid, and they are thus also sunk costs. 
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total loss of $50. In other words, the investor would be throwing $10 of “good 

money” after $40 of “bad.” 

22. Conversely, if net revenues from energy, ancillary services, and capacity 

markets are greater than the going forward costs, then the unit remain in 

commercial operation because it facilitates recovery of portion of the sunk 

capital investment. 

23. Assume the same generating facility with revenues net of variable expenses of 

$100, but with lower going forward costs of $80, and a capital recovery goal of 

$40, but the capital costs have already been incurred (sunk). The above shut 

down rule says that this facility should continue to operate because the revenues 

of $100 exceed the going forward cost of $80, which leaves $20 to go toward 

capital recovery. The investor’s net loss is thus reduced from $40 to $20. In this 

example, if the facility were to shut down and retire, it could avoid the going 

forward costs of $80, but would have no money now to go toward capital 

recovery. As a result, the investor would lose $40 on its initial investment, 

rather than just $20. 

24. As I pointed out in my initial affidavit, the risk of investments in competitive 

markets rests fully with the investors and to shift those risk back to load and to 

the rest of the market would be breaking the “risk allocation compact” that was 

agreed to in moving toward competitive wholesale markets.12 These investors 

bear both the upside risk or earning returns greater than the cost of capital, as 

well as the downside risks of earning returns that are less than the cost of capital 

                                                           
12 Initial Affidavit at ¶¶ 80-84. 
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or even incurring outright losses that lead to exit as shown in the simple 

example above. 

VII. EXISTING ASSET SALES: RETENTION OF EXISTING ASSETS, EXIT OF 
OLD OWNERSHIP AND ENTRY OF NEW OWNERSHIP 

25. In many cases, owners of generation assets that are not achieving expected 

returns elect to sell those assets to another investor (or group of investors) at or 

below the original capital or investment cost. The purpose of executing such an 

ownership exit is to monetize up front any expected partial recovery of capital 

costs if the current owner were to hold onto the asset for its remaining life.13  

26. In this way, the former owner of the assets is exiting the market, even though 

the physical asset itself is retained by the market. This makes sense as it is 

rational for an asset to remain in commercial operation if it is at least covering 

more its going forward costs, albeit not with sufficient cash flows to cover the 

former asset owner’s original capital investment cost plus its desired return on 

that investment.   

27. The new investor (or group) buys the asset at a discount to the remaining actual 

capital cost with the expectation that the expected net revenues would cover the 

going forward costs plus a threshold return on its investment in the asset. In this 

sense, the decision for the new owner to enter the market (though the asset is 

existing at the time of the purchase) is exactly the same as that of investors 

looking to bring new assets into the market. Moreover, the new investor group 

takes on the performance risk of the asset they are purchasing while the old 
                                                           
13 By the same token, owners of generation assets that are achieving better than expected returns may 
elect to sell those assets in order to monetize the gains on their investment up front rather than holding on 
to the asset. 
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owner in selling the asset is in some sense “paying” the new investor to take on 

that risk by selling at a discount to the price and returns it would have desired. 

VIII. DATA FROM THE PJM MARKET SHOWS THAT COAL AND NUCLEAR 
UNITS WITH INDUSTRY AVERAGE GOING FORWARD COSTS ARE 
EXPECTED TO COVER MORE THAN GOING FORWARD COSTS INTO 
THE FUTURE 

28. The Independent Market Monitor (IMM) for PJM provides a net revenue 

analysis for hypothetical new units and for existing units in every quarterly and 

annual state of the market report. For the analysis that follows I have used these 

values from the 2016 State of the Market Report.14 

29. While the actual net energy and ancillary service market revenues are not 

available for existing resources, the IMM does run simulations for what the net 

energy market revenues would be for hypothetical new nuclear and coal units. 

The net energy revenues, along with known capacity market prices and 

revenues, and publicly available data on going forward costs can be used to 

examine whether or not the “average” or “typical” coal or nuclear resource can 

cover going forward costs. 

A. “Average” or “Typical” Coal Units Have the Ability to Cover Going 
Forward Costs into the Future even under if Lowest Net Energy Market Revenues 
Experienced in 2016 Continue.   

30. Table 1 below provides the expected combined energy and capacity market 

revenues for coal units for calendar years 2017-2020 as well as the average 

annual expected net going forward revenues, by zone and by age of coal unit 

over this period.  

                                                           
14 Monitoring Analytics, LLC, 2016 State of the Market Report for PJM, Volume 2,  Section 7 Net 
Revenue, March 9, 2017,  available at http://monitoringanalytics.com/reports/PJM_State_of_the_Market/
2016/2016-som-pjm-sec7.pdf. 
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Table 1: Projected Capacity and Energy Revenue, Gross and Net, for Average Coal Units by 
Zone and by Age 2017-2020 

 2017 
Energy and 

Capacity 
Revenue 

2018 
Energy and 

Capacity 
Revenue 

2019 
Energy and 

Capacity 
Revenue 

2020 
Energy and 

Capacity 
Revenue 

17-20 Avg. 
Energy and 

Capacity 
Revenue 

Age 40-50 
Net Going 
Forward 
Revenue 

Age 30-40 
Net Going 
Forward 
Revenue 

AECO  72,439 88,543 95,150 82,824 84,739 13,909 25,999 
AEP  71,421 91,156 90,957 73,552 81,772 10,942 23,032 
AP  71,169 90,904 90,705 73,300 81,520 10,690 22,780 

ATSI  80,440 88,435 88,236 70,831 81,986 11,156 23,246 
BGE  130,363 137,309 137,110 121,141 131,481 60,651 72,741 

ComEd  63,953 91,273 109,756 104,927 92,477 21,647 33,737 
DAY  65,698 85,433 85,234 67,829 76,049 5,219 17,309 

DEOK  63,534 83,269 83,070 73,739 75,903 5,073 17,163 
DLCO  91,904 112,234 97,889 77,559 94,897 24,067 36,157 

Dominion  79,856 99,591 99,392 81,987 90,207 19,377 31,467 
DPL  88,045 104,149 110,756 98,430 100,345 29,515 41,605 

EKPC  59,614 79,349 79,150 61,745 69,965 (865) 11,225 
JCPL  67,466 83,570 90,177 77,851 79,766 8,936 21,026 

Met-Ed  70,534 77,480 77,281 61,312 71,652 822 12,912 
PECO  68,407 84,511 91,118 78,792 80,707 9,877 21,967 

PENELEC  73,135 80,081 79,882 63,913 74,253 3,423 15,513 
Pepco  101,367 108,313 108,114 92,145 102,485 31,655 43,745 
PPL  66,412 73,358 73,159 57,190 67,530 (3,300) 8,790 

PSEG  102,136 102,853 89,130 76,804 92,731 21,901 33,991 
RECO  66,120 82,224 88,831 76,505 78,420 7,590 19,680 
PJM  66,928 86,663 86,464 69,059 77,279 6,449 18,539 

 
31. Table 1 uses known capacity market prices already published by PJM through 

the 2020/2021 Delivery Year to arrive at the calendar year capacity market 

revenues in $/MW-year.15 The energy market revenues are taken from 2016 

                                                           
15 PJM Interconnection, LLC, 2017/2018 Base Residual Auction Results, June 18, 2014 Table 4 at 17, 
available at http://pjm.com/-/media/markets-ops/rpm/rpm-auction-info/2017-2018-base-residual-auction-
report.ashx?la=en,  2018/2019 Base Residual Auction Results, August 28, 2015 at 2, available at  http://
pjm.com/-/media/markets-ops/rpm/rpm-auction-info/2018-2019-base-residual-auction-report.ashx?la=en, 
2019/2020 Base Residual Auction Results, May 24, 2016 at 2, available at http://pjm.com/-/media/
markets-ops/rpm/rpm-auction-info/2019-2020-base-residual-auction-report.ashx?la=en,  2020/2021 Base 
Residual Auction Results, May 23, 2017 at 1, available at http://pjm.com/-/media/markets-ops/rpm/rpm-
auction-info/2020-2021-base-residual-auction-report.ashx?la=en.  To arrive at calendar year revenues 
multiply the capacity price for the first Delivery Year in the calendar year by 151 days (152 days in a leap 
year) and then add to that the capacity price for the subsequent Delivery Year in the calendar year by 214 
days to get the revenue in $/MW-year.  
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which is the lowest net revenue year in most zones since PJM market started 

operation. I assume this worst year will carry forward. 16  

32. For existing coal units, those that have remained in service must be compliant 

with the Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS), and the set of controls to 

be MATS compliant are well known and understood.17  The going forward costs 

for a 40-50 year old coal unit are $65,440/MW-year in 2016 and 70,830/MW-

year in 2020 dollars and for a 30-40 year old coal unit these figures are 

$54,270/MW-year in 2016 and $58,740/MW-year in 2020.18 The net going 

forward revenues in Table 1 use the 2020 going forward cost figures. 

33. Table 1 shows that in all zones and for any age, except older units in PPL and 

EKPC, the combination of future known capacity revenues and 2016’s all-time 

low energy market revenues can still financially sustain the “average” or 

“typical” coal units as projected net revenues under the worst-case scenario 

exceed going forward costs. The combination of energy and capacity revenues 

more than covers going forward costs and provides a stream of revenues to 
                                                           
16 Monitoring Analytics, LLC, 2016 State of the Market Report for PJM, Volume 2,  Section 7 Net 
Revenue, March 9, 2017, Table 7-13, at 291,  available at http://monitoringanalytics.com/reports/PJM_
State_of_the_Market/2016/2016-som-pjm-sec7.pdf.  
17 United States Environmental Protection Agency, Documentation for EPA Base Case v. 5.13 Using the 
Integrated Planning Model (“EPA Base Case v. 5.13”), Chapter 5 “Emissions Control Technologies”, and 
appendices November 2013. Available electronically at. https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-
base-case-v513-emission-control-technologies.  I assume the typical coal unit has a Wet FGD and SCR 
installed which covers SO2 and NOx emissions under the Cross State Air Pollution Rule and will allow 
the unit to meet the MATS standards. 
18 United States Environmental Protection Agency, Documentation for EPA Base Case v. 5.13 Using the 
Integrated Planning Model (“EPA Base Case v. 5.13”), Chapter 4 “Generating Resources”, Table 4-9, 
November 2013. Available electronically at https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-07/
documents/chapter_4_generating_resources_0.pdf.  Note assumed 2% inflation per year assumed. 
Original values are in 2011 dollars. These data are based upon FERC Form 1. In 2011 dollars the fixed 
O&M costs for the 30-40 year old resource is $48.67/kW-year and for 40-50 year old resource it is 
$59.19/kW-year. 
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cover some, if not all, sunk capital costs plus potentially returns on that 

investment. 

34. However, if a coal unit is not the typical unit, but has lower costs or more 

efficient in its operation, its net going forward revenues could be higher than 

stated here. Conversely, if a coal unit has higher costs and/or has poorer 

operating performance, or requires additional capital investments to remain in 

commercial operation, it may not be able to cover its going forward costs and 

will likely retire. 

35. This go forward/retire decision dynamic is exactly the discipline that 

competitive markets are supposed to bring. Poor performers or units with higher 

costs should exit the market if they cannot cover their going forward costs, 

while the better performers or those with lower costs remain profitable and stay 

in commercial operation. And we know that retirement of these high cost, poor 

performers enhances reliability while also leading to lower overall costs for 

consumers.19 

36. The fact that “average” or “typical” coal units can easily cover their going 

forward costs as shown in Table 1, coupled with the fact of there being 

committed coal-fired generation capacity in Figure 1 above of just over 38,000 

MW UCAP (or approximately just over 42,000 MW of installed capacity)20 for 

the 2020/2021 Delivery Year, clearly demonstrates that the rumors of coal’s 

                                                           
19 PJM Interconnection, LLC, 2017 PJM Reserve Requirement Study, Draft, October 12, 2017, at 9. 
Available at http://pjm.com/-/media/committees-groups/subcommittees/raas/20171004/20171004-2017-
pjm-reserve-requirement-study-draft.ashx.     
20 To get the approximate installed capacity value take the UCAP MW amount and divide by (1-forced 
outage rate) where the forced outrage rate is about 10%. 
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death in PJM are greatly exaggerated. It also suggests that the coal capacity that 

is retiring consists of poorer performing and higher cost units. 

B. “Average” or “Typical” Nuclear Units Have the Ability to Cover Going 
Forward Costs into the Future even under if Lowest Net Energy Market Revenues 
Experienced in 2016 Continue.   

37. Table 2 below provides the expected combined energy and capacity market 

revenues for nuclear units for calendar years 2017-2020 as well as the average 

annual expected net going forward revenues, by zone over this period.  

Table 2: Average Net Energy and Capacity Market Revenue ($/MW-year) for the "Average" 
Nuclear Unit 2017-2020 

 

2017 
Energy and 

Capacity 
Revenue 

2018 
Energy and 

Capacity 
Revenue 

2019 
Energy and 

Capacity 
Revenue

2020 
Energy and 

Capacity 
Revenue

17-20 Avg. 
Energy and 

Capacity 
Revenue

Average  
Net Going 
Forward 
Revenue 

Average 
Net 

Going 
Forward
($/MW-

day) 
AECO  185,667 201,771 208,378 196,052 197,967 26,367 72.24 

AEP  201,284 221,019 220,820 203,415 211,635 40,035 109.68 
AP  206,512 226,247 226,048 208,643 216,863 45,263 124.01 

ATSI  214,449 222,444 222,245 204,840 215,995 44,395 121.63 
BGE  288,408 295,354 295,155 279,186 289,526 117,926 323.08 

ComEd  186,621 213,941 232,424 227,595 215,145 43,545 119.30 
DAY  202,482 222,217 222,018 204,613 212,833 41,233 112.97 

DEOK  197,767 217,502 217,303 207,972 210,136 38,536 105.58 
DLCO  223,671 244,001 229,656 209,326 226,664 55,064 150.86 

Dominion  226,300 246,035 245,836 228,431 236,651 65,051 178.22 
DPL  211,854 227,958 234,565 222,239 224,154 52,554 143.98 

EKPC  192,449 212,184 211,985 194,580 202,800 31,200 85.48 
JCPL  180,421 196,525 203,132 190,806 192,721 21,121 57.87 

Met-Ed  183,656 190,602 190,403 174,434 184,774 13,174 36.09 
PECO  177,920 194,024 200,631 188,305 190,220 18,620 51.01 

PENELEC  201,800 208,746 208,547 192,578 202,918 31,318 85.80 
Pepco  256,462 263,408 263,209 247,240 257,580 85,980 235.56 

PPL  179,910 186,856 186,657 170,688 181,028 9,428 25.83 
PSEG  221,032 221,749 208,026 195,700 211,627 40,027 109.66 

RECO  186,481 202,585 209,192 196,866 198,781 27,181 74.47 
PJM  195,485 215,220 215,021 197,616 205,836 34,236 93.80 

 
38. Table 2, like Table 1 above, uses known capacity market prices already 

published by PJM through the 2020/2021 Delivery Year to arrive at the calendar 
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year capacity market revenues in $/MW-year.21 The energy market revenues are 

taken from 2016 which is the lowest net revenue year in most zones since PJM 

market started operation. Again, as in Table 1, I assume this worst year will 

carry forward.22  

39. Going forward costs for nuclear units is taken from the Nuclear Energy Institute 

(“NEI”) at the 2015 industry average of $20.62/MWh, but no capital costs are 

included as these may account for the recovery of capital costs that may already 

be sunk.23 Assuming a 95 percent capacity factor, NEI reported industry average 

operating costs translates to a going forward cost of $171,600/MW-year. Given 

the recent trend of declining operating costs in real-terms from 2011 to 2015, 

and that NEI’s members continue to drive those costs down, I assume the same 

value in 2020 dollars. The net going forward revenues in Table 2 use the 

projected 2020 going forward cost figures. 

40. Table 2 shows that in all zones for the “average” or “typical” nuclear unit, the 

combination of future known capacity revenues and 2016’s all-time low energy 

market revenues can still financially sustain nuclear units. The projected 

revenues under the worst-case scenario for net energy market revenues is more 

than  sufficient to cover going forward costs plus the ability to cover some 

capital costs or returns on capital. The nuclear net going forward revenues are 

                                                           
21 See Supra Note 15. 
22 See Supra Note 16 at Table 7-17. 
23 Nuclear Energy Institute, Nuclear by the Numbers, February 2017, at 11, available at https://nei.org/
CorporateSite/media/filefolder/Policy/Wall%20Street/Nuclear_by_the_Numbers.pdf?ext=.pdf. Nuclear 
operating costs have fallen nearly 6% between 2011 and 2015 in real terms. 
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expressed both in $/MW-year and $/MW-day in the two right columns in Table 

2. 

41. However, if a nuclear unit is not the typical unit, but has lower costs or more 

efficient in its operation, its net going forward revenues could be higher than 

stated here. Conversely, if a nuclear unit has higher costs and/or has poorer 

operating performance, or requires additional capital investments to remain in 

commercial operation, it may not be able to cover its going forward costs and 

will likely retire. 

42. As in the case of coal-fired units, this go forward/retire decision dynamic is 

exactly the discipline that competitive markets are supposed to bring. Poor 

performers or units with higher costs should then exit the market if they cannot 

cover their going forward costs, while thebetter performers or those with lower 

costs remain profitable and stay in commercial operation.  

43. The fact that “average” or “typical” nuclear units can easily cover their going 

forward costs as shown in Table 2, coupled with the fact of there being 

committed nuclear generation capacity in Figure 1 above of just over 27,000 

MW UCAP (or approximately just over 28,000 MW of installed capacity)24 for 

the 2020/2021 Delivery Year, clearly demonstrates, that much like coal, the 

rumors of nuclear’s death in PJM are greatly exaggerated. It also suggests that 

the nuclear capacity that is retiring consists of poorer performing and higher 

cost units. 

                                                           
24 To get the approximate installed capacity value take the UCAP MW amount and divide by (1-forced 
outage rate) where the forced outrage rate is about 3.5%. 
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IX. THE CURRENT MARKET DYNAMICS ARE THE NATURAL COURSE OF 
COMPETITIVE WHOLESALE POWER MARKETS 

44. In closing, while coal and nuclear are not needed for reliability and resiliency as 

alleged by DOE, there are still nearly 70,000 MW of coal and nuclear assets 

combined with commitments through 2021. This is an indication these resources 

are at least covering their going forward costs, and at least recovering some 

portion of past sunk capital investment. While some of these resources may not 

be making the returns they wish to receive, these resources simply will not exit 

the market in the absence of cost-of-service payments as proposed by DOE. 

45. The DOE proposal for cost-of-service compensation would only perpetuate 

market conditions in which supply is long leading to lower wholesale prices, 

while tacking on additional costs to power consumers to prop up the highest 

cost, poorest performing, and most inefficient of the coal and nuclear fleet that 

are being sent market signals that they should retire. 

46. In this sense wholesale competitive markets, if left alone, are self-correcting and 

provide the best solution to current conditions. Lower prices and revenues, 

caused by slow or flat demand growth and low fuel prices as recently observed 

in wholesale markets, will cause the poorest performers and highest cost 

resources to retire or exit the market. And all other things equal, the reduction in 

supply from departure of high cost, inefficient resources should cause prices to 

rise and enhance revenues for those more efficient resources that remain in 

commercial operation.  

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

47. This concludes my affidavit. 




